
Set up by the construction & property 
sector to verify the quality of buildings 
and reduce impacts

Our vision is New Zealanders in 
productive healthy buildings and homes

Better places, proven

Andrew Eagles
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The building code?
“The New Zealand Building Code is below 
the standards required of most IEA 
countries with comparable climates”

-- International Energy Agency, Energy Policies of IEA 
Countries 2017 Review, 2017

“Government should consider 
modernising the Building Code; it’s 
standards are less stringent than those 
of many OECD countries”   

-- OECD, Environmental Performance Review 
of New Zealand 2017, 2017

“R values required in the NZ building code 
are twice as bad as the R values required 
in the UK or Irish Building Codes”

-- NZ’s Building Performance, 2017, 
Ara Institute, Canterbury
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Embodied carbon is often missed

• Factoring in embodied carbon buildings 
account for 20% of emissions

• Households and businesses stand to 
save millions

• Is it more sustainable to generate low 
carbon energy or just… use less

• There are considerable co benefits
• Less construction waste
• Healthier rivers
• Less damaging toxins
• Health of New Zealanders

thinkstep 2018 report on The carbon footprint of New 
Zealand’s built environment



• Any type of building eligible

• No weightings

• More performance-based pathways

• Greater flexibility in documentation to be submitted

• Half the cost of certifying with NZGBC

New Green Star tool is simpler



Useful addition to your Cost Benefit Analysis

Alignment with the vision for the DHB
DHB buildings are high profile buildings

Adopting 3rd party certification will allow you to celebrate the building and
show leadership

It is a tangible way you can show delivery on the directive set down by the
Minister of Health



Certifying makes green simple to understand 
Without it the public, councillors, most people and even many engineers find it 
hard to follow the jargon or to know if a building is green? 

The Green Star rating solves this - 4 star is good, 5 star is NZ leading 6 star is 
world leading. 

Leadership inspires others 
Central Government, Universities, Councils, District Health Boards, 
multinationals have a huge amount of mana. You have the power to kickstart a 
revolution in energy efficiency in buildings.  

The action they take has big ramifications for other buildings being built.  Where 
they certify buildings others will follow, and other buildings will follow those 
buildings.   



93%
of employers found it
easier to attract staff
in a green building1

81%
increase in 

employee retention1

95% 
Of tenants want 

to work in a Green Building3 

1. The Dollars and Sense of Green Retrofits, Deloitte, Charles Lockwood (2008)
2. Office Tenant Survey, Colliers International (2012)

3.Colliers international (2012)

Certificates provide markers for employees



Certification delivers better buildings 
"Of the buildings I've worked on, those going for a certified Green Star rating 
are more likely to have a more integrated and considered design and 
construction process, which ultimately means a smoother build and better 
overall result in terms of both the building's affects on its users, and effects on 
the planet.“

Patrick Arnold, Director eCubed Ltd

“We design and document numerous building types that achieve Green Star 
certification as well as projects that try to achieve an equivalent standard. 
Green Star provides certainty that the sustainability initiatives in a building are 
of a verified minimum standard. 

Buildings that have not gone through the certification process are unlikely to 
achieve the same outcomes. This means that an unverified building may not 
be as energy efficient or provide the same benefits in occupant health.” 

Alec Couchman, Director, Brewer Davidson Architects



“As an industry we would like to claim that environmentally sustainable design is now 
business as usual, the reality is  that without certification the robustness is not there. 

What were aspirations at the beginning are forgotten, value engineered out during the 
design & construction process or simply missed during delivery. 

Certification provides that additional layer of scrutiny, holding the project team to 
account; and the outcome delivers certainty of the results and buildings that are 
healthier and more energy efficient. Certification is the only independent means of 
verification.” 

Anita Milne, Technical Director, Built Environment, Aurecon 

“Green Star Built and Performance certification ensures a focus on quality monitoring 
during the construction and operational stages of a building. 

This means improved energy, environmental, and wellbeing performance outcomes” 

Ben Masters, Associate – Building Services, Beca



Huge wins for your biggest asset - staff
‘We would very much like to work in healthy, well lit, energy efficient hospital 
buildings. I think most healthcare professionals would.  

All NZ healthcare buildings should be rated to Green Star to help improve the value 
we get from buildings as long term investments and to create future environments in 
which our patients, families and staff thrive.’

David Galler, Intensive Care Consultant, 
Counties Manakau District Health Board

Indepth case studies of Green Buildings
• A reduction of 4 sick days per year – Cundall office

• 27% reduction in staff turn over- Cundall office

• 26% increase in productivity- Harvard University - 10% delivers $9m/ yr

• 64% reduction in allergy problems



Evidence from 428 buildings found Green Star buildings:
• use 66% less electricity & create 62% fewer GHGs emissions

• use 51% less potable water than minimum industry requirements.

Case studies:
• Lyell McEwen Hospital – 5 Star Green Star– predicted GHG 

emissions reduction: 30%.

• Akron Children’s Hospital, Ohio, USA – LEED Gold certified - 48.5% 
fewer GHG emissions, $900,000 in annual energy cost savings.

Green certification is standard practice in the UK, Australia & US

More cost effective to run



Green Star is the way to 
verify the green design is 
delivered to the standard 
you want at the Built stage

University 
Hospital 
Korea - 41% 
reduction in 
length of  stay 
for well lit 
rooms

Better places to heal



For Govt clients - align to Government priorities 

State in your business case that building to Green Star;   

1) shows tangible steps your organisation is taking to meet the MBIE 
procurement guidelines These state “ Government procurement 
should support social, economic & environmental outcomes”

2) Will help deliver on climate change – which is a priority area in 
these guidelines

3) assist in meeting the Treasury Living Standards Framework priority 
areas of human and natural capital

4) assist to deliver on nine of the UN sustainable development goals

https://www.procurement.govt.nz/broader-outcomes/


Client stated Green Star was $170k more. Is it or is that good design?

Comparison with the cost of running the building & comparison with the build cost

50 Independent commissioning to check the building runs well  
50 Tuning the heating and ventilation systems  
30 Daylight calculations 
40 Cycle parking & water metering

Check the costs they assume
Is the 10 fold increase in carbon factored into the energy costs? (Productivity
Commission)

Break the costs out

Use this statement “The additional elements that will help the building run
better, reduce impacts, align with your goal of an eco city/organisation/place and
inspire others to build better will cost approximately XX% of the costs of the
build.”



“Climate change will have a significant impact on public health over 
the coming decades. It’s important that the health sector does what 
it can, not just to avoid adding to the problem, but to lead the fight 
against climate change. 

Central to that fight is the need for resilient, low carbon, healthy 
buildings. The buildings in this report are the types of buildings NZ 
deserves.  Good for patients, good economically, good for Aotearoa.”

Hon James Shaw
Minister for Climate Change
Associate Minister of Finance
Acting Associate Minister of Health

The case for sustainable healthcare guide (with all the latest research 
& evidence is here) 

https://www.nzgbc.org.nz/KNOWLEDGEHUB/Attachment?Action=Download&Attachment_id=1764
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Use of Green Star Performance
Provides a measure of energy, water, waste and indoor quality

Across any building type – including health

Following building typologies participating in NZ
• Retail
• Community
• Office buildings
• Iconic
• Industrial

• Can also focus on fit outs.  Many happening



Wholesale Office Fund



Minimum 
Practice

1
Star

Average 
Practice

2
Star

Good 
Practice

3
Star

Best 
Practice

4
Star

NZ 
Excellence

5
Star

World 
Leadership

6
Star

Assessed

0
Star

Existing buildings are the biggest opportunity

There is a framework for your buildings to be measured and 
improve over time. 

A common currency for all NZ buildings 
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Advancing Net Zero

New buildings
no carbon emissions 

by 2030
Existing buildings

no carbon emissions 

by 2050
&

World Green Building Council
Ambition



Advancing Net Zero

New buildings

Operational Emissions
Construction Emissions 

Existing buildings

Operational Emissions ONLY 

Working with Enviromark
On this tool for Aotearoa



Advancing Net Zero

Net Zero Carbon
Proposed standard

• Minimum level of energy efficiency:
• NABERSNZ 4 Star
• Green Star Performance 4 Star

• or 8/20 points in the energy credit

Consultation is open



The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change has set out that action needs to start 

now 

go as far as possible across 

impact every decision we make 

Also consider fit outs- big opportunity here

andrew.eagles@nzgbc.org.nz
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